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Abstract 26 

Escape from threats has paramount importance for survival. However, it is unknown if a single circuit 27 

controls escape from innate and conditioned threats. The hypothalamic dorsal premammillary nucleus 28 

(PMd) may control escape, as it is activated by escape-inducing threats and projects to the region most 29 

implicated in flight, the dorsolateral periaqueductal gray (dlPAG). We show that in mice 30 

cholecystokinin (cck)-expressing PMd cells are activated during escape, but not other defensive 31 

behaviors. PMd-cck ensemble activity can also predict future escape. Furthermore, PMd inhibition 32 

decreases escape speed from both innate and conditioned threats. Inhibition of the PMd-cck projection 33 

to the dlPAG also decreased escape speed. Lastly, human fMRI data show that a posterior 34 

hypothalamic-to-dlPAG pathway increased activity during exposure to aversive images, indicating that 35 

a similar pathway may possibly have a related role in humans. Our data identify the PMd as a central 36 

node of the escape network.  37 

 38 

Introduction 39 

In the presence of life-threatening danger, animals must quickly flee to minimize risk (Perusini and 40 

Fanselow, 2015). Due to the vital importance of escape for survival, the neural circuits controlling 41 

escape from threats have been extensively studied. The structure studied most commonly in escape is 42 

the dorsolateral periaqueductal gray (dlPAG). Stimulation of the dlPAG provokes rapid escape in 43 

rodents (Deng et al., 2016; Evans et al., 2018) and panic-related symptoms in humans (Nashold et al., 44 
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1969). Furthermore, single unit dlPAG recordings show that a high proportion of cells are activated 45 

during escape (Deng et al., 2016; Evans et al., 2018). In agreement with these data, it has been shown 46 

that the dlPAG controls escape vigor, measured by escape velocity (Evans et al., 2018). However, 47 

inputs to the dlPAG that may control escape vigor have not been identified. The dorsomedial portion of 48 

the ventromedial hypothalamus (VMHdm) is a major excitatory dlPAG input, suggesting that the 49 

VMHdm projection may mediate escape. However, activation of the VMHdm projection to the dlPAG 50 

surprisingly caused freezing, not escape (Wang et al., 2015). The other main hypothalamic input to the 51 

dlPAG is the dorsal premammillary nucleus (PMd) (Canteras and Swanson, 1992; Tovote et al., 2016). 52 

Surprisingly, despite being the strongest known input to the panicogenic dlPAG (Canteras and 53 

Swanson, 1992; Tovote et al., 2016), the activity of this nucleus has not been directly manipulated or 54 

recorded.    55 

 56 

The PMd is a key component of the hypothalamic defense system, and is strongly activated by various 57 

imminent threats (Cezario et al., 2008). Dangerous stimuli that activate the rodent PMd are extremely 58 

diverse, and include carbon dioxide (Johnson et al., 2011), several predators (cats, snakes and ferrets) 59 

(Mendes-Gomes et al., 2020) as well as aversive lights and noises (Kim et al., 2017). Additionally, the 60 

PMd is also activated by contexts fear conditioned with shocks (Canteras et al., 2008) and social defeat 61 

(Faturi et al., 2014), indicating that it may play a role in coordinating defensive behaviors to both 62 

innate and conditioned threats. However, to date, the role of the PMd in escape vigor has not been 63 

directly studied.  Furthermore, escape is generally studied during exposure to innate threats (Deng et 64 

al., 2016; Evans et al., 2018). Consequently, it is not known if escape from innate and conditioned 65 

threats requires the same circuit. Considering the PMd’s involvement in innate and conditioned 66 

defense, as explained above, we predicted this region controlled escape from both threat modalities.  67 
 68 

Here, we show that cholecystokinin-expressing PMd cells (PMd-cck cells) encoded and predicted 69 

escape from innate and conditioned threats. Furthermore, inhibition of these cells or of their 70 

projection to the dlPAG decreased escape speed from a live predator or a conditioned threat (a shock 71 

grid). Lastly, fMRI data show that a hypothalamic-dlPAG pathway displays increased activation during 72 

exposure to aversive images, indicating that a similar pathway from a posterior medial hypothalamic 73 

nucleus to the brainstem may also exist in humans. These results show, for the first time, that the PMd 74 

is a vital node in coordinating escape from both innate and conditioned threats, and thus is likely to 75 

play key roles in minimizing exposure to danger. 76 

 77 

Results 78 

Innate and conditioned threats induce defensive behaviors. 79 
 80 

To study the PMd’s role in controlling defensive behaviors, we exposed mice to two threats: a live 81 

predatory rat or a shock grid. These two assays were used to investigate, respectively, innate and 82 

conditioned threats. For the rat assay mice were exposed either to a safe control toy rat or an awake 83 

rat in a long box (70 cm length, 26 cm width, 44 cm height) for 10 minutes. The rat was placed at one 84 

of the corners and its movement was restricted by a harness tied to a wall, restricting its range of 85 

motion to the rat area shown in pink in Figure 1A. Rats were screened for low aggression and 86 

predatory tendencies and thus they did not attack mice. No separating barrier was used between rats 87 

and mice allowing for close naturalistic interactions. Rat and toy rat exposures were separated by 24 88 

hours. For the shock grid assay, mice first explored a different box for 3 consecutive days for 10-89 

minute sessions. The shock grid was placed in one of the corners of the box, as shown in Figure 1A. On 90 

day 1, no shocks were given and mice freely explored the environment. On day two, a single 0.7 mA 2 91 

sec shock was given the first time the mouse touched the shock grid. On day 3 (fear retrieval), no 92 

shocks were given. All behavioral and neural data plotted from the shock grid is from the fear retrieval 93 

day, unless otherwise noted. The pre-shock baseline was used as the control for the fear retrieval day. 94 

All sessions were separated by 24 hours (Figure 1B). Threat exposure induced distance from the 95 
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threat source, freezing and stretch-attend postures (Figure 1C). Additionally, relative to control assays, 96 

during exposure to threat approach velocity was lower while escape velocity was higher (Figure 1C). 97 

These results indicate that mice slowly and cautiously approach threats and then escape in high 98 

velocity back to safer locations far from threats. Taken together, these data show that both innate and 99 

conditioned threats induced defensive behaviors. Our data also support the view that escape velocity 100 

is a measure of threat-induced behavior.  101 
 102 

Pmd-cck cells are activated by proximity to threat and during escape 103 

We next investigated the activity of PMd cells during threat exposure. To do so, we used a 104 

cholecystokinin (cck)-cre line. We then injected AAV-FLEX-GCaMP6s in the PMd and implanted 105 

fiberoptic cannula above the injection site in cck-cre mice to record calcium transients in PMd-cck cells 106 

using fiber photometry (Figure 2A-B). Averaged heat maps show PMd-cck activity was increased near 107 

the rat and the shock grid during fear retrieval (Figure 2C). Indeed, activity was increased near threats 108 

relative to control stimuli (toy rat and shock grid in pre-shock day). These comparisons were done 109 

when analyzing data at the same speed range (Figure 2D); thus PMd-cck cells are more active near 110 

threats independently of locomotor changes. We next studied how PMd-cck cell activity changed 111 

during defensive behaviors. A representative trace suggests that these cells show high activity during 112 

escape (Figure 2E). Average data show that in both assays PMd-cck cells showed increased activation 113 

during risk-assessment stretch-attend postures and during escape, while a decrease in activity was 114 

displayed during freezing (Figure 2F-H). Furthermore, the total distance of each escape was correlated 115 

with PMd-cck activation during exposure to threats, but not control stimuli (Figure 2I). These results 116 

show that PMd-cck cells are quickly activated by proximity to threat and escape, during exposure to 117 

both innate and conditioned threats. In agreement with this view, PMd-cck cells displayed relatively 118 

high membrane input resistance (484 ± 64 MOhms) and low rheobase, which is the minimum current 119 

required to elicit an action potential (38.3 ± 6.1 pA) (Figure 2, figure supplement 1). These results 120 

indicate that fairly minor excitatory input is enough to activate these cells. These biophysical 121 

characteristics suggest that these cells may be rapidly activated in the presence of threats.  122 
 123 

PMd-cck ensemble activity predicts escape occurrence and flight vigor 124 

To analyze how PMd-cck ensemble activity encodes escape, we implanted miniature head mounted 125 

fluorescent microscopes (miniscopes) above GCaMP6s-expressing PMd-cck cells (Figure 3A-B). Large 126 

ensembles of PMd-cck cells were recorded in the rat and shock grid assays (Figure 3C-D). Using a 127 

generalized linear model (GLM), we identified a large fraction of PMd-cck cells that are active during 128 

these behaviors (Figure 3E). The behavior that activated the largest and smallest number of PMd-cck 129 

cells, was respectively, escape and freezing (Figure 3E). These data agree with our fiber photometry 130 

results showing that bulk PMd-cck activity is highest during escape and lowest during freezing. 131 

Behavior triggered averages indicate that PMd-cck cells may be significantly activated during 132 

defensive behaviors, in agreement with these results (Figure 3F). Further supporting a role for PMd-133 

cck cells in escape, we show that ensemble activity could be used to decode ongoing escape, but not 134 

other behaviors (Figure 3G). These intriguing results raise the possibility that PMd-cck activity may be 135 

able to predict future occurrence of escape. Indeed, PMd-cck activity could predict escape from innate 136 

and conditioned threats several seconds prior to escape onset. However, ensemble activity could not 137 

predict movement away from control stimuli (toy rat and shock grid in pre-shock day) (Figure 3H). 138 

These data show that PMd-cck activity can specifically predict future escape from threats, but not 139 

moving away from objects in general. These data indicate that PMd-cck activity is related to defensive 140 

escape, and not to overall locomotion.  141 
 142 

Our fiber photometry results indicate that PMd-cck cells were more active during close proximity to 143 

threat (Figure 2C). These data suggest that PMd-cck ensemble activity may represent position in 144 

threat assays. We thus decoded position in both control and threat assays using PMd-cck ensemble 145 

activity. Strikingly, the error of position decoding was smaller in threat than in control assays (Figure 146 
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4A-B). These results show that PMd-cck cells represent distance to threat more prominently than 147 

distance to control objects.  148 
 149 

We then studied if ensemble activity could predict movement vigor, measured by velocity. Indeed, 150 

PMd-cck activity could be used to decode velocity during threat exposure with higher accuracy than 151 

during exposure to control stimuli (Figure 4, figure supplement 1). Furthermore, decoding of velocity 152 

in control assays was less accurate than in threat assays, for both the rat and the shock assays (Figure 153 

4. Figure supplement 1). Since PMd ensemble activity can predict future escape, but not approach, we 154 

hypothesized that PMd activity could be used to decode velocity away from threats more accurately 155 

than velocity towards threats. Representative traces showing predicted and observed velocity support 156 

this hypothesis (Figure 4C). Indeed, averaged data across mice show that the error for predicted 157 

velocity is lower for decoding velocity away from threat compared to velocity towards threat (Figure 158 

4C-D). These data show that PMd-cck cells represent key kinematic variables related to rapid escape 159 

from threats. 160 
 161 

PMd-cck inhibition decreases escape vigor 162 

Recordings of PMd-cck ensemble activity revealed that these cells are highly active during escape and 163 

that their activity can be used to decode escape (but not approach) velocity. Moreover, neural activity 164 

could only decode escape, but not other behaviors. We thus hypothesized that inhibition of PMd-cck 165 

cells would decrease escape velocity without affecting other defensive behaviors. To test this view, we 166 

expressed the inhibitory receptor hM4Di in PMd-cck cells (Figure 5A). We confirmed that the hM4Di 167 

receptor ligand clozapine-n-oxide produced hyperpolarization (Figure 5B). We then exposed mice to 168 

the assays described in Figure 1A. Mice were exposed to each threat and control assay twice, following 169 

treatment with either saline or the hM4Di ligand clozapine-N-oxide (CNO) (Figure 5C). Inhibition of 170 

PMd-cck cells in CNO-treated mice decreased escape velocity from both threats, in line with our 171 

prediction (Figure 5D). Importantly, inhibiting these cells did not change velocity while mice moved 172 

away from control safe stimuli (toy rat and shock grid prior to fear conditioning) (Figure 5, figure 173 

supplement 1). This manipulation did not change freezing or stretch-attend postures (Figure 5D), 174 

showing PMd-cck activity is selectively required for escape, rather than defensive behaviors in 175 

general. 176 
 177 

Activation of PMd-cck cells recruits a wide network of regions involved in defensive behaviors 178 

 179 

As PMd-cck inhibition decreases escape velocity, but not other behaviors, we predicted that activating 180 

these cells would specifically induce running and escape-related motion. Indeed, optogenetic 181 

activation of ChR2-expressing PMd-cck cells caused an increase in speed, but not in the amount of 182 

freezing or stretch-attend postures (Figure 6A-B).  183 

 184 

We next investigated which downstream regions are recruited following activation of PMd-cck cells. 185 

Prior studies showed that the PMd projects to several structures involved in defense, such as the 186 

dorsolateral periaqueductal gray (dlPAG) and the anterior hypothalamus. Interestingly, it also projects 187 

to the anteromedial ventral thalamus (amv) (Canteras and Swanson, 1992). The amv has head 188 

direction cells (Bassett et al., 2007) and is a region critical for spatial navigation (Jankowski et al., 189 

2013) and threat-conditioned contextual memory (Carvalho-Netto et al., 2010).   190 
 191 

We hypothesized that activation of PMd-cck cells would recruit not only these known direct 192 

downstream areas, but also other structures involved in mounting a defensive behavioral state and 193 

regions involved in escape-related motor actions. To test this hypothesis we optogenetically activated 194 

ChR2-expressing PMd-cck cells with blue light for 10 minutes (20 Hz, 5 ms pulses).  Following 195 

perfusion, we performed an antibody stain against the immediate early gene cfos. PMd activation 196 
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increased fos expression in regions that it projects to, such as the amv and the dlPAG. Interestingly, 197 

other nuclei critical for defensive behaviors, such as the basolateral amygdala, lateral septum and the 198 

bed nucleus of the stria terminalis were also activated (Figure 6C), even though they are not 199 

innervated by the PMd (Canteras and Swanson, 1992). These results show that the PMd recruits not 200 

only its direct downstream outputs, but also other regions involved in threat-related defense. Striatal 201 

regions were also activated, such as the caudate nucleus, possibly due to the hyperlocomotion and 202 

escape-related actions observed during optogenetic stimulation. Importantly, not all regions were 203 

engaged, showing functional specificity. For example, the dentate gyrus and the PMd-adjacent ventral 204 

premammillary nucleus did not show increases in fos expression following PMd stimulation (Figure 205 

6D). These data show that PMd-cck cells can recruit a broad network of threat-activated regions, 206 

which may contribute to a transition to a defensive state.   207 

 208 

The dorsolateral periaqueductal gray (dlPAG) is active during escape  209 

To identify which PMd downstream targets controlled escape, we studied its two main outputs, the 210 

anteromedial ventral thalamus (amv) and the dorsolateral periaqueductal gray (dlPAG) (Canteras and 211 

Swanson, 1992). The amv has head direction cells (Bassett et al., 2007) and is a region critical for 212 

threat-conditioned contextual memory (Carvalho-Netto et al., 2010) and spatial navigation (Jankowski 213 

et al., 2013).  214 
 215 

The amv is also necessary for the acquisition of contextual fear elicited by predators (Carvalho-Netto 216 

et al., 2010), demonstrating this region has a role in defensive behaviors. In contrast, the dlPAG is a 217 

critical node in the escape network (Del-Ben and Graeff, 2009; Tovote et al., 2016).  218 
 219 

To identify which of these PMd outputs control escape speed, we injected AAV9-syn-GCaMP6s in wild 220 

type mice in either the amv or the dlPAG and obtained calcium transient recordings in the rat and 221 

shock grid assays (Figure 7A). DLPAG activity increased during escape from the rat (Figure 7C), in 222 

agreement with prior work showing this region is active during escape from innate threats (Deng et 223 

al., 2016; Evans et al., 2018). However, the dlPAG also showed increased activity during exposure to 224 

the fear conditioned shock grid during fear retrieval (Figure 7D-E). To our knowledge, there are no 225 

prior reports showing the dlPAG is active during escape from conditioned threats. Surprisingly, like 226 

the dlPAG, the amv was also active during escape from both threat modalities (Figure 7G-I), even 227 

though there are no prior reports implicating the amv in escape.  228 

 229 

Inhibition of the PMd-cck projection to the dlPAG decreases escape speed 230 

Our fiber photometry results show that both major outputs of the PMd to the dlPAG and the amv are 231 

active during escape from threats, indicating the PMd-cck projections to these regions may control 232 

escape vigor. To identify which projection controlled escape vigor, we expressed the inhibitory opsin 233 

Arch in PMd-cck cells and implanted fiberoptic cannulae bilaterally over either the amv or the dlPAG 234 

(Figure 8A-C). Inhibition of the PMd-cck projection to the dlPAG with green light decreased escape 235 

velocity in both assays (Figure 8D). This manipulation did not alter other defensive behaviors such as 236 

freezing or stretch-attend postures (Figure 8D). In contrast, inhibition of the PMd-cck projection to the 237 

amv did not change any defensive behavioral measure in either assay (Figure 8E). These data show 238 

that the activity in the PMd-cck projection to the dlPAG, but not to the amv, is necessary for normal 239 

escape vigor during exposure to both innate and conditioned threats.  240 
 241 

Hypothalamic-PAG functional connectivity increases in humans viewing aversive images 242 

To investigate whether a functionally similar pathway exists in humans, we examined functional 243 

connectivity (i.e., covariation of BOLD signal in the hypothalamus and PAG) as participants received 244 

aversive stimulation during fMRI scanning (N = 48). We developed a predictive model to identify a 245 

pathway between the hypothalamus (HTH) and the PAG, which consisted of a multi-voxel pattern 246 

across brain voxels in each region optimized for maximal HTH-PAG covariation (Figure 9, see 247 
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Methods). We then tested activation in this pathway in held-out participants. This HTH-PAG pathway 248 

responded more strongly to aversive images than non-aversive images and its activation also scaled 249 

monotonically with aversiveness (Figure 9C). Examination of the multi-voxel patterns contributing to 250 

the HTH-PAG pathway revealed that portions of medial posterior hypothalamus (neighboring the 251 

mammillary bodies) were most consistently associated with PAG activation. We also show that 252 

activation of the HTH-PAG pathway is selective and does not correlate with activation of a different 253 

major subcortical input pathway to the PAG, such as the amygdala-PAG pathway (Figure 9, figure 254 

supplement 1).  255 
 256 

Thus, these data show that functional connectivity in a hypothalamic-PAG pathway is increased in 257 

humans during aversive situations, in agreement with our results in mice showing that the 258 

hypothalamic to brainstem PMd-dlPAG pathway is engaged during escape from aversive threats.  259 
 260 

Discussion 261 
 262 

The PMd is anatomically the source of the most prominent input to the dlPAG (Del-Ben and Graeff, 263 

2009; Lovick, 2000; Tovote et al., 2016). A wealth of evidence from diverse streams of data have 264 

demonstrated that the dlPAG controls escape (Del-Ben and Graeff, 2009; Tovote et al., 2016). Recent 265 

work has also shown that the dlPAG controls escape vigor (Evans et al., 2018).  Taken together, these 266 

data indicate that the PMd is anatomically well-situated to modulate escape vigor from threats. 267 

Furthermore, optogenetic activation of PMd-cck cells activates a broad network of regions involved in 268 

defensive behaviors (Figure 6D). Our fos data show PMd-cck cell optogenetic activation recruited a 269 

plethora of areas known to mediate defense, such as the basolateral amygdala, the lateral septum and 270 

the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis. These results indicate that PMd-activation potentially may 271 

affect a wide range of defensive behaviors by engaging these networks.  272 
 273 

Our data provide strong evidence showing PMd-cck cells play a key role in controlling escape vigor, 274 

measured by velocity. First, PMd-cck cells were activated by threat proximity (Figure 2D and 4B), their 275 

activity predicted future escape (Figure 3H) and represented escape velocity, but not approach 276 

velocity (Figure 4D). Second, inhibition of either PMd-cck cells (Figure 5) and of the PMd-cck to dlPAG 277 

inhibition decreased escape velocity (Figure 7). These data demonstrate the PMd-cck projection to the 278 

dlPAG is critical for modulating escape velocity from threats, which is a behavior of paramount 279 

importance for survival.  280 

 281 

Interestingly, our data show that the PMd, as well as the dlPAG participate in defensive responses 282 

elicited by both innate and shock-based conditioned threats. The dlPAG has mostly been studied as a 283 

region that initiates escape from innate threats, such as looming stimuli (Evans et al., 2018). However, 284 

prior evidence has also implicated the dlPAG in conditioned defensive behavior. For example, the 285 

dlPAG is activated during exposure to shock-conditioned auditory tones and contexts (Carrive et al., 286 

1997; Watson et al., 2016). Furthermore, neurotransmission of cannabinoids (Resstel et al., 2008), CRF 287 

(Borelli et al., 2013), glutamate and nitric oxide (Aguiar et al., 2014) have been shown to be necessary 288 

for contextual freezing. However, involvement of the dlPAG or the PMd in escape from conditioned 289 

stimuli such as shock grids is less well-understood.  290 
 291 

We now show that the PMd-cck projection to the dlPAG modulates escape velocity from conditioned 292 

threats, broadening the role of this circuit to include escape from learned threats. The dlPAG is 293 

bidirectionally connected with diverse forebrain regions (Motta et al., 2017), while the PMd receives 294 

strong input from the medial prefrontal cortex (Comoli et al., 2000), which may explain how these 295 

regions respond to conditioned threats. Intriguingly, during contextual fear retrieval tests, rats 296 

showed increased PMd fos expression if they had free access to the conditioning chamber, but not if 297 
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they were confined to this chamber  (Viellard et al., 2016). Information about innate predatory threats 298 

are likely conveyed to the PMd by other members of the hypothalamic predatory defense circuit, such 299 

as the VMHdm and the anterior hypothalamus (Cezario et al., 2008; Comoli et al., 2000; Silva et al., 300 

2013). Future studies are needed to determine which specific inputs to the PMd convey information 301 

about conditioned threats. Nevertheless, our data show that the PMd-dlPAG circuit is not merely 302 

responding to external threatening sensory cues. Rather, the involvement of this circuit in escape from 303 

conditioned stimuli during fear retrieval shows that these structures can be affected by long-term fear 304 

memories, illustrating that evolutionarily ancient structures can also display experience-dependent 305 

roles in behavior.  306 
 307 

The amv was activated during escape (Figure 7), inhibition of the PMd-cck projection to the amv did 308 

not alter escape, freeze or stretch risk-assessment postures (Figure 8D). These data indicate that the 309 

amv’s role in defensive behavior may be related to contextual memory-associated behaviors rather 310 

than the execution of escape or freezing (Carvalho-Netto et al., 2010).  311 
 312 

Intriguingly, our fMRI data indicate that a hypothalamic-PAG pathway has increased activity in 313 

humans viewing aversive images (Figure 9). A homologous functional pathway to the rodent PMd-314 

dlPAG may exist in humans, that is at least partially identifiable from fMRI data. We used a novel 315 

application of Partial Least Squares to identify local multi-voxel patterns that functionally connected 316 

HTH and dlPAG. In out-of-sample tests in new participants, HTH and dlPAG were positively correlated 317 

in every participant and tracked the reported intensity of negative emotion elicited by images.  The 318 

resolution of imaging in humans does not allow us to specify which hypothalamic nucleus is involved. 319 

However, the location of the nucleus is in the posterior medial hypothalamus, similar to the rodent 320 

PMd, suggesting the possibility that a circuit analogous to the PMd-dlPAG projection may exist in 321 

humans. It is not feasible to directly study functional connectivity in humans during actual escape from 322 

threats, so we were limited to collecting data during exposure to aversive images. Despite these 323 

limitations, these data are compatible with rodent data showing the PMd is activated by a wide variety 324 

of aversive stimuli such as bright lights and loud noises (Kim et al., 2017).   325 

 326 

Taken together, our data indicate that the PMd-cck projection to the dlPAG modulates escape velocity 327 

during exposure to both innate and conditioned threats, and the results suggest a similar pathway may 328 

be active during exposure to aversive situations in humans.  329 
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Figures 460 

461 
 462 

 463 

Figure 1.  Rat and fear retrieval assays increased fear-related metrics. (A) Schemes of (top) rat 464 

assay and (bottom) fear retrieval assay. The rat is restricted by a harness (shown in red) that is tied to 465 

the upper wall edge, and can only move in the pink area. In the shock grid assay mice freely explored a 466 

context with a shock grid for 3 daily sessions (pre-shock, fear acquisition and fear retrieval). Shocks were 467 

delivered only on fear acquisition day.  All presented shock grid data is from fear retrieval. (B) Assays 468 

were performed in the order described. (C) Bars depict behavioral metrics (n=32), for rat and fear 469 

retrieval assays, both for control and threat conditions. Wilcoxon signed-rank test;  ***p<0.001.  470 
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 471 
 472 

Figure 2. PMd-cck cells are activated by threats and escape. (A) Scheme showing setup used to obtain 473 

fiber photometry recordings. (B) Expression of GCaMP6s in PMd-cck cells. (Scale bar: 200 µm) (C) 474 

Average heatmaps showing that PMd-cck cells are more active near a rat (top) and the shock grid 475 

(bottom) (for each, n=15). (D) Bar graphs quantifying average z-scored df/F during exposure to the toy 476 

rat, rat, pre-shock and fear retrieval. All data are shown for the same speed range (6-10 cm/s; Wilcoxon 477 

signed-rank test) (E) Example GCaMP6s trace from a representative mouse showing that PMd-cck cells 478 

are active during escape. (F) Behavior-triggered average showing mean PMd-cck activity during 479 

approach to rat, risk-assessment stretch-attend postures, escape and freeze. (n=15 mice) (G) Same as (F), 480 

but during exposure to the fear retrieval shock grid assay. (n=15 mice) (H) Bars show the mean df/F 481 

from -2 to 0 seconds from behavior onset for threat (red) and control (gray) assays. (Wilcoxon signed-482 

rank test; n (left) same as (F); n (right) same as (G)) (I) Bars show the Spearman correlation of the mean 483 

fiber photometry signal amplitude and distance run for all escapes. (Wilcoxon signed-rank test). (D,H,I), 484 

n=15 mice, data is plotted as mean +/- s.e.m. *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.  485 
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 486 
 487 

Figure 3. PMd-cck ensemble activity can predict escape in rat and shock grid fear retrieval assays. 488 

(A) PMd-cck mice were injected with AAV9-DIO-EF1a-GCaMP6s in the PMd and then were implanted 489 

with a miniaturized microscope. (B) Photo of the GCaMP6s in PMd-cck cells and location of implanted 490 

GRIN lens. (Scale bar 200 µm) (C) (left) Maximum projection of the PMd field of view in an example 491 

mouse. (right) Extracted cell contours for the same session. (D) Representative traces of a subset of 492 

calcium transients from GCaMP6s-expressing PMd-cck cells recorded in a single session. (E) Generalized 493 

linear models (GLMs) were used to determine GLM weights for defensive behaviors. Cells were classified 494 

as activated by each behavior based on their actual GLM weights compared to the distribution of weights 495 

generated by permuting the neural data. (n=9 mice) (F) Colormaps show average activation for each 496 

PMd-cck cell for each scored behavior in the rat (top) and shock grid fear retrieval (bottom) assays. Cells 497 

are sorted by time of peak activation. (G) Ongoing escape, but not other behaviors, can be decoded by 498 

PMd-cck cell activity in the rat (top) and shock grid fear retrieval assays (bottom) (Mice that displayed 499 

less than 5 instances of a given behavior were removed from the analysis: (top) approach n=7, stretch 500 

n=6, escape n=7, freeze n=6; (bottom) approach n=5, stretch n=4, escape n=5, freeze n=3; Wilcoxon 501 

signed-rank test). (H) PMd-cck cell activity can predict escape from threats, but not control stimuli, 502 

several seconds prior to escape onset. (toy rat n=8 mice, rat n=7, habituation n=5, fear retrieval n=5). 503 

(n=466 cells in rat assay, n=513 cells in shock grid fear retrieval assay; Wilcoxon signed-rank test) 504 

**p<0.01, *p<0.05. 505 
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 506 

 507 

 508 

Figure 4. PMd ensemble activity represents distance from threat and escape velocity. (A) A general 509 

linearized model (GLM) was used to decode the position of each animal along the length of the enclosure 510 

from the neural data. The line plots depict the actual location (gray line) and GLM-predicted location 511 

(blue line) from example toy rat/rat and pre-shock/fear retrieval sessions. Note that the predicted 512 

location is more accurate for threat than control assays. (B) Bars show the mean squared error (MSE) of 513 

the GLM-predicted location from the actual location. The MSE is significantly lower for threat than 514 

control assays (Wilcoxon signed-rank test; n=9 mice). (C) Similar to (A), a GLM was used to predict the 515 

velocity away from (top) and towards (bottom) the threat in a representative mouse. (D) Similar to (B), 516 

bars depict the MSE of the GLM-predicted velocity away from (top) and towards (bottom) the threat. The 517 

GLM more accurately decodes threat than control velocities for samples in which the mice move away 518 

from the threat (top). The accuracy does not differ in threat and control assays for samples in which the 519 

mice move towards the threat (bottom). (Wilcoxon signed-rank test; n=9 mice) ** p<0.01. 520 

521 
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 522 

 523 

Figure 5. Chemogenetic inhibition of PMd-cck cells decreases escape speed from threats. (A) Cck-524 

cre mice were injected with cre-dependent vectors encoding hM4Di-mcherry, or -mcherry in the PMd 525 

(top). Expression of hM4Di-mcherry in PMd-cck cells (bottom). (scale bar: 200 µm) (B) Ex vivo slice 526 

recordings showing that clozapine-N-oxide (CNO) hyperpolarized PMd-cck cells expressing hM4Di. (scale 527 

bar: 60s, 10 mV) (C) Mice were exposed to each assay twice, in the order shown, after receiving i.p. 528 

injections of either saline or CNO. (D) Inhibition of hM4Di-expressing PMd-cck cells decreased escape 529 

speed in the rat and fear retrieval assays. (rat exposure assay mCherry/hM4Di n=19/n=11; Wilcoxon 530 

signed-rank test) **p<0.01, *p<0.05. 531 

  532 
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 533 
 534 

Figure 6. Optogenetic PMd-cck activation increases velocity and recruits widespread defensive 535 

networks. (A) Cck-cre mice were injected with AAV9-Ef1a-DIO-ChR2-YFP in the PMd (top). Expression 536 

of Chr2-YFP in PMd-cck cells (bottom; scale bar: 200 µm) (B) Delivery of blue light increases speed in 537 

PMd-cck ChR2 mice, but not stretch-attend postures or freeze bouts. (PMd-cck YFP n=4, PMd-cck ChR2 538 

n=4; Wilcoxon rank-sum test). (C) Following optogenetic activation of PMd-cck cells mice were perfused 539 

and stained with antibodies against the immediate early gene cfos. Representative images show that blue 540 

light delivery caused increased fos expression in the PMd, bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BST) and 541 

anteromedial ventral thalamus (amv). Other regions, such as the central amygdala (Cea) and the dentate 542 

gyrus (DG) did not show increased fos expression following PMd-cck optogenetic stimulation. (scale bar: 543 

100 µm) (D) Average number of fos-expressing cells in various brain regions following light delivery to 544 
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ChR2 (blue) or YFP (gray)-expressing cells. Regions for which the c-Fos count is significantly greater for 545 

ChR2 than YFP mice are labelled in red. (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, PMd-cck YFP n=5, PMd-cck ChR2 n=4) 546 

*p<0.05. Abbreviations: CPu (caudate-putamen), BSTd/v (dorsal and ventral bed nucleus of the stria 547 

terminalis), LS D/V (dorsal and ventral lateral septum), MPO (medial preoptic area), amv (anteromedial 548 

ventral thalamus), PVT (paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus), LH (lateral hypothalamus), AH 549 

(anterior hypothalamus), VMHvl/dm (ventrolateral and dorsomedial portions of the ventromedial 550 

hypothalamus), BLA (basolateral amygdala), CeA (central amygdala), CA1 (hippocampal cornus ammonis 551 

1), DG (dentate gyrus), PMd (dorsal premammillary nucleus), PMv (ventral premammillary nucleus), 552 

dlPAG (dorsolateral periaqueductal gray), vlPAG (ventrolateral periaqueductal gray), DR (dorsal Raphe), 553 

PRN (pontine reticular nucleus) 554 

  555 
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 556 
Figure 7. The dlPAG and AMV are activated by threats and escape. (A) Scheme showing setup used to 557 

obtain fiber photometry recordings. (B) Expression of GCaMP6s in the dlPAG. (Scale bar: 150µm) (C) 558 

Behavior-triggered average showing mean dlPAG activity during approach to rat, risk-assessment 559 

stretch-attend postures, escape,  freeze and walking perpendicularly to the rat at the safe side of the 560 

enclosure. (n=9 mice) (D) Same as (C), but during exposure to the fear retrieval shock grid assay. (n=9 561 

mice) (E) Bars show the mean df/F from -2 to 0 seconds from behavior onset for threat (red) and control 562 

(gray) assays. (n=9 mice). (F-I) Same as (B-E), but for the amv. (F) Scale bar: 150µm (G-I) n=6 mice. (E,F) 563 

Wilcoxon signed-rank test; **p<0.01, *p<0.05. 564 

565 
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Figure 8. Optogenetic 566 

inhibition of the PMd-cck 567 

projection to the dlPAG, not the 568 

amv, decreases escape velocity 569 

during exposure to innate and 570 

conditioned threats. (A) Viral 571 

vectors were used to express 572 

Arch in PMd-cck cells. Fiber optic 573 

cannula were bilaterally 574 

implanted over PMdc-cck arch-575 

expressing axon terminals in the 576 

amv or dlPAG. (B) Image showing 577 

PMd-cck axon terminals 578 

expressing arch-YFP in the dlPAG 579 

and amv. (Scale bars: 150µm) (C) 580 

Summary diagram showing order 581 

of assays and green light delivery 582 

protocol. (D) Inhibition of the 583 

PMd-cck projection to the dlPAG 584 

decreased escape speed, but not 585 

other defensive behaviors. 586 

(Wilcoxon rank-sum test; (top) 587 

rat exposure assay: YFP/Arch 588 

n=24/n=12; (bottom) fear 589 

retrieval: YFP/Arch n=14/n=11) 590 

(E) Inhibition of the PMd-cck 591 

projection to the amv did not 592 

alter any of the behavioral 593 

measures monitored. (Wilcoxon 594 

rank-sum test; (top) rat exposure 595 

assay: YFP/Arch n=12/n=18; 596 

(bottom) fear retrieval: YFP/Arch 597 

n=12/n=17), *p<0.05; † p=0.058. 598 

  599 
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 600 
 601 

Figure 9.  Hypothalamus (HTH)-PAG pathway is sensitive to aversive visual stimuli in humans. (A) 602 

Multivariate brain pathway estimated using activation in the hypothalamus (HTH, rendered in blue) to 603 

predict patterns of activation in the periaqueductal gray (PAG, rendered in yellow). Inserts depict 604 

statistical maps indicating which regions of the HTH covaried most strongly with the PAG (left) and 605 

portions of dorsal PAG (dlPAG) that were explained by the HTH but not a pathway from the central 606 

amygdala. The mammillary bodies (MM) are depicted with a black outline. Note that all hypothalamus 607 

voxels are included in the model, only suprathreshold voxels are shown here. (B) Average bar plot 608 

showing that the HTH-PAG pathway was more active during exposure to threat (aversive visual images) 609 

compared to control stimuli (non-aversive, positive images). Each circle corresponds to an individual 610 

subject. (C) Pathway expression monotonically increased as a function of stimulus intensity. Inference on 611 

brain maps is based on bootstrap resampling of regression coefficients from pathway estimation (left) 612 

and partial correlation coefficients (right). All maps are thresholded at qFDR < .05. (Wilcoxon signed-rank 613 

test, n = 48 participants) **p<0.001, *p<0.01. 614 

 615 
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 616 
 617 

Figure 2, figure supplement 1. Characterization of PMd-cck cell biophysical properties in acute 618 

slices. Mice from a cck-cre driver line were injected with cre-dependent viral vectors encoding YFP in the 619 

PMd. Acute slices were prepared from these mice and YFP-expressing cells in the PMd were used to 620 

measure biophysical properties of PMd-cck cells. (A) Injection of current triggers action potentials in 621 

PMd cells. (B) Average resting membrane potential, input resistance and rheobase in PMd cells (n=12 622 

cells).  623 

 624 

 625 

 626 

Figure 4, figure supplement 1. PMd ensemble activity represents speed in threat assays. (A) A GLM 627 

was used to predict the speed of a representative mouse. (B) Bars depict the mean squared error (MSE) 628 

of the GLM-predicted speed. The GLM more accurately decodes threat than control speeds. (Wilcoxon 629 

signed-rank test; n=9 mice) ** p<0.01. 630 

  631 
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 632 
 633 

Figure 5, figure supplement 1. Inhibition of PMd-cck cells does not affect escape speed in control 634 

assays. (A) Bars depict the change in escape speed (CNO-saline) during toy rat exposure assay (Wilcoxon 635 

rank-sum test; mCherry/hM4Di n=7/n=8). (B) Bars depict the change in escape speed (CNO-saline) 636 

during pre-shock assay (Wilcoxon rank-sum test; mCherry/hM4Di n=7/n=12). 637 

 638 

 639 

 640 

 641 

Figure 9, figure supplement 1. Multi-voxel response patterns in the PAG related to hypothalamus 642 

(HTH) and central amygdala (CeA) are functionally distinct. The HTH pattern optimized for PAG 643 

connectivity ([HTHHTH-PAG]) correlates positively with its respective PAG pattern ([PAGHTH-PAG]) in 100% of 644 

test subjects (dark blue), but negatively with a PAG pattern optimized to covary with CeA ([PAGCeA-PAG]; 645 

light blue). Conversely, The CeA pattern optimized for PAG connectivity ([CeACeA-PAG]) correlates 646 

positively with its respective PAG pattern in in >90% of test subjects ([PAGCeA-PAG]; dark gray), but 647 

negatively with a PAG pattern optimized to covary with HTH ([PAGHTH-PAG]; light gray). This double 648 

dissociation shows that the HTH-PAG and CeA-PAG pathways are functionally distinct in human 649 

participants, and even oppose one another. Each circle corresponds to an individual subject. Wilcoxon 650 

signed-rank test; **P < .001. (n=48 participants) 651 

  652 
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Methods 653 

All procedures conformed to guidelines established by the National Institutes of Health and have been 654 

approved by the University of California, Los Angeles Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee or by 655 

the University of Sao Paulo Animal Bioethics committee. 656 

Mice. Cck-IRES-Cre mice (Jackson Laboratory stock No. 012706) and wild type C57BL/6J mice (Jackson 657 

Laboratory stock No. 000664) were used for all experiments. Male and female mice between 2 and 6 658 

months of age were used in all experiments. Mice were maintained on a 12-hour reverse light-dark cycle 659 

with food and water ad libitum. Sample sizes were chosen based on previous behavioral optogenetics 660 

studies on defensive behaviors, which typically use 6-15 mice per group. All mice were handled for a 661 

minimum of 5 days prior to any behavioral task. 662 

Rats. Male Long-Evans rats (250-400 grams) were obtained from Charles River Laboratories and were 663 

individually housed on a standard 12-hour light-dark cycle and given food and water ad libitum. Rats 664 

were only used as a predatory stimulus. Rats were handled for several weeks prior to being used and 665 

were screened for low aggression to avoid attacks on mice. No attacks on mice were observed in this 666 

experiment. 667 

Viral Vectors. All vectors were purchased from Addgene.  668 

 669 

Optogenetics:   AAV9.EF1a.DIO.hChR2(H134R)-eYFP.WPRE.hGH, AAV9-EF1a-DIO-eYFP and AAV9-Ef1a-670 

DIO-Arch-GFP. 671 

Chemogenetics: pAAV8-hSyn-DIO-hM4D(Gi)-mCherry and AAV8.Syn.DIO. mCherry 672 

Fiber Photometry AAV9.Syn.GCaMP6s.WPRE.SV40 and AAV9.Syn.FLEX.GCaMP6s.WPRE.SV40  673 

 674 

Surgeries. Surgeries were performed as described previously (Adhikari et al., 2015). Eight-week-old 675 

mice were anaesthetized with 1.5-3.0% isoflurane and placed in a stereotaxic apparatus (Kopf 676 

Instruments). A scalpel was used to open an incision along the midline to expose the skull. After 677 

performing a craniotomy, 40 nl of one of the viral vectors listed above at a titer of 2*1012 particles/ml 678 

was injected per site (PMd, amv dlPAG) using a 10 μl nanofil syringe (World Precision Instruments) at 679 

0.08 μl/min. The syringe was coupled to a 33-gauge beveled needle, and the bevel was placed to face the 680 

anterior side of the animal. The syringe was slowly retracted 20 minutes after the start of the infusion. 681 

Mice received unilateral viral infusion and fiber optic cannula implantation. Infusion locations measured 682 

as anterior-posterior, medial-lateral and dorso-ventral coordinates from bregma were: dorsolateral 683 

periaqueductal gray (dlPAG) (-4.75, -0.45, -1.9), dorsal premammillary nucleus (PMd) (-2.46, -0.5, -5.35) 684 

and anteromedial ventral thalamus (amv) (-0.85, -0.5, -3.9). For optogenetic experiments, fiber optic 685 

cannula (0.22 NA, 200 μm diameter; Newdoon) were implanted bilaterally 0.15 mm above the viral 686 

infusion sites. Only mice with viral expression restricted to the intended targets were used for behavioral 687 

assays.  688 

 689 

For photometry experiments mice were injected with 0.16 uL at a titer of 3*1012 of 690 

AAV9.Syn.Flex.GCaMP6s.WPRE.SV40 in the PMd of cck-cre mice. The same volume and titer of 691 

AAV9.Syn.GCaMP6s.WPRE.SV40 was injected into the dlPAG or amv.  Mice were implanted unilaterally 692 

with fiberoptic cannulae in the PMd, amv dlPAG. A 400 μm diameter, 0.48 NA optical fiber 693 
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(Neurophotometrics) was used for photometry experiments. Adhesive cement (C&B metabond; Parkell, 694 

Edgewood, NY, USA) and dental cement (Stoelting, Wood Dale, IL, USA) were used to securely attach the 695 

fiber optic cannula to the skull. For miniaturized microscope experiments 40 nL of AAV9-DIO-GCaMP6s 696 

was injected in the PMd of cck-cre mice and a 7mm GRIN lens was implanted 200 uM above the infusion 697 

site. Three weeks following surgery animals were base-plated.  698 

 699 

Rat Exposure Assay. Mice were accustomed to handling prior to any behavioral assay. On day 1, mice 700 

were habituated to a white rectangular box (70 cm length, 26 cm width, 44 cm height) for 20 minutes. 701 

Twenty-four hours later, mice were exposed to the same environment but in the presence of a toy rat for 702 

20 minutes. Mice were then exposed to an adult rat or a toy rat in this environment on the two following 703 

days. The rat was secured by a harness tied to one of the walls and could freely ambulate only within a 704 

short radius of approximately 20 cm. The mouse was placed near the wall opposite to the rat and freely 705 

explored the context for 20 minutes. No separating barrier was placed between the mouse and the rat, 706 

allowing for close naturalistic encounters that can induce a variety of robust defensive behaviors.  707 

 708 

Contextual Fear Conditioning Test. To better evaluate a broader species-specific defense repertoire in 709 

face of a conditioned stimulus, we used a modified version of the standard contextual fear conditioning 710 

method (Schuette et al., 2020). Pre-shock, fear conditioning and retrieval sessions were performed in a 711 

context (70 cm x 17 cm x 40 cm) with an evenly distributed light intensity of 40 lux and a Coulbourn 712 

shock grid (19.5 cm x 17 cm) set at the extreme end of the enclosure. Forty-eight hours after rat 713 

exposure, mice were habituated to this context and could freely explore the whole environment for 20 714 

minutes. On the following day, the grid was activated, such that a single 0.7 mA foot shock was delivered 715 

for 2 seconds only on the first time the mouse fully entered the grid zone. Twenty-four hours later, 716 

retrieval sessions were performed in the same enclosure but without shock. Mice could freely explore the 717 

context for 20 minutes during pre-shock habituation, fear conditioning and retrieval sessions. 718 

 719 

Behavioral quantification. To extract the pose of freely-behaving mice in the described assays, we 720 

implemented DeepLabCut (Nath et al., 2019), an open-source convolutional neural network-based 721 

toolbox, to identify mouse nose, ear and tailbase xy-coordinates in each recorded video frame. These 722 

coordinates were then used to calculate velocity and position at each timepoint, as well as classify 723 

behaviors such as escape runs and freezes in an automated manner using custom Matlab scripts. 724 

Specifically: 725 

  726 

'Escapes' were defined as epochs for which (1) the mouse speed away from the rat or toy rat exceeded 2 727 

cm/s. As there was little room for acceleration between the rat and opposite wall, the speed threshold 728 

was set to this relatively low value. 729 

  730 

'Stretch-attend postures' were defined as epochs for which (1) the distance between mouse nose and 731 

tailbase exceeded a distance of approximately 1.2 mouse body lengths and (2) mouse tailbase speed fell 732 

below 1 cm/s. 733 

  734 

'Freezes' were defined as periods for which mouse nose and tailbase speed fell below 0.25 cm/s for at 735 

least 0.33s (Schuette et al., 2020). 736 

  737 
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All behaviors were manually checked by the experimenters for error. 738 

 739 

Fiber photometry. Photometry was performed as described in detail previously (Kim et al., 2016). 740 

Briefly, we used a 405-nm LED and a 470-nm LED (Thorlabs, M405F1 and M470F1) for the Ca2+-741 

dependent and Ca2+independent isosbestic control measurements. The two LEDs were bandpass filtered 742 

(Thorlabs, FB410-10 and FB470-10) and then combined with a 425-nm longpass dichroic mirror 743 

(Thorlabs, DMLP425R) and coupled into the microscope using a 495-nm longpass dichroic mirror 744 

(Semrock, FF495-Di02-25 ×36). Mice were connected with a branched patch cord (400 μm, Doric Lenses, 745 

Quebec, Canada) using a zirconia sleeve to the optical system. The signal was captured at 20 Hz 746 

(alternating 405-nm LED and 470-nm LED). To correct for signal artifacts of a non biological origin (i.e. 747 

photobleaching and movement artifacts), custom Matlab scripts leveraged the reference signal (405-nm), 748 

unaffected by calcium saturation, to isolate and remove these effects from the calcium signal (470-nm). 749 

 750 

Fiber Photometry behavior-triggered averaging. To plot the behavior-triggered averages, only mice 751 

that displayed a minimum of three behavioral instances were included in the corresponding behavioral 752 

figure. 753 

Miniscope video capture. All videos were recorded at 30 frames/sec using a Logitech HD C310 webcam 754 

and custom-built head-mounted UCLA miniscope (Cai et al., 2016). Open-source UCLA Miniscope 755 

software and hardware (http://miniscope.org/) were used to capture and synchronize neural and 756 

behavioral video (Cai et al., 2016). 757 

Miniscope postprocessing. The open-source UCLA miniscope analysis package 758 

(https://github.com/daharoni/Miniscope_Analysis) (Aharoni and Hoogland, 2019) was used to motion 759 

correct miniscope videos. They were then temporally downsampled by a factor of four and spatially 760 

downsampled by a factor of two. The cell activity and footprints were extracted using the open-source 761 

package Constrained Nonnegative Matrix Factorization for microEndoscopic data (CNMF-E; 762 

https://github.com/zhoupc/CNMF_E) (Schuette et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2018). Only cells whose variance 763 

was greater than or equal to 25% of the maximum variance among non-outliers were used in the 764 

analysis. 765 

 766 

Behavior decoding using PMd neural data. Discrete classification of escape behavior was performed 767 

using multinomial logistic regression. Timepoints following escape by 2 seconds were labelled 'escape,' 768 

and a matched number of non-escape timepoints were randomly selected for training and validation. 769 

Each time point was treated as an individual data point. Training and validation were performed using 5-770 

fold cross-validation, with a minimum of 10 seconds between training and validation sets. As equal 771 

numbers of escape and non-escape samples were used to build the training and validation sets, chance 772 

accuracy was 50%. Sessions with less than 5 escapes were excluded from the analysis. The same analysis 773 

was performed for approach, stretch-attend postures, and freeze. To predict escape at negative time lags 774 

from behavior onset, the same analysis procedure was implemented, using 2-second epochs preceding 775 

escape by 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 seconds. 776 

Behavior cell classification. We used a generalized linear model (GLM) to identify cells that showed 777 

increased calcium activity during approach, stretch-attend, escape and freeze behaviors. We fit this 778 

model to each cell's activity, with behavior indices as the predictor variable and behavior coefficients as 779 
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the measure of fit. Behavior onset times were then randomized 100 times and a bootstrap distribution 780 

built from the resulting GLM coefficients. A cell was considered a behavior-categorized cell if its 781 

coefficient exceeded 95% of the bootstrap coefficient values. 782 

 783 

Position and speed decoding. To predict position and speed from neural data, these data had their 784 

dimensionality reduced by principal component analysis, such that the top principal components, 785 

representing at least 80% of the total variance, were used in the following decoding analysis. This output 786 

and the related position/speed data were then separated into alternating 60s training and testing blocks, 787 

with 10s of separation between blocks. Even blocks were used to train a generalized linear regression 788 

model (GLM; Matlab function ‘glmfit’) and withheld odd blocks were used to test the resulting model.  789 

Accuracies of this withheld testing block were reported as mean squared error. 790 

 791 

Chemogenetics. Mice used for chemogenetic experiments were exposed to each threat and control 792 

stimuli twice, once following treatment with saline and once following treatment with CNO (5 mg/kg, 793 

injected intraperitoneally) 40 minutes prior to the experiment. Only one control or threat-exposure assay 794 

was performed per day with each mouse. 795 

 796 

Behavior video capture. All behavior videos were captured at 30 frames/sec in standard definition 797 

(640x480) using a Logitech HD C310 webcam. To capture fiber-photometry synchronized videos, both 798 

the calcium signal and behavior were recorded by the same computer using custom Matlab scripts that 799 

also collected timestamp values for each calcium sample/behavioral frame. These timestamps were used 800 

to precisely align neural activity and behavior. 801 

 802 

Light Delivery for optogenetics. For PMd-cck ChR2 mice, blue light was generated by a 473 nm laser 803 

(Dragon Lasers, Changchun Jilin, China) at 4.5 mW unless otherwise indicated. Green light was generated 804 

by a 532 nm laser (Dragon Lasers), and bilaterally delivered to mice at 10 mW. A Master-8 pulse 805 

generator (A.M.P.I., Jerusalem, Israel) was used to drive the blue laser at 20 Hz. This stimulation pattern 806 

was used for all ChR2 experiments. The laser output was delivered to the animal via an optical fiber (200 807 

μm core, 0.22 numerical aperture, Doric Lenses, Canada) coupled to the fiberoptic implanted on the 808 

animals through a zirconia sleeve. 809 

 810 

Immunostaining for cfos. Fixed brains were kept in 30% sucrose at 4oC overnight, and then sectioned 811 

on a cryostat (40 µm) slices. Sections were washed in PBS and incubated in a blocking solution (3% 812 

normal donkey serum and 0.3% triton-x in PBS) for 1 hour at room temperature. Sections were then 813 

incubated at 4oC for 12 hours with polyclonal anti-fos antibody made in rabbit (1/500 dilution) (c-Fos 814 

(9F6) Rabbit mAb CAT#2250, Cell Signalling Technology) in blocking solution. Following primary 815 

antibody incubation sections were washed in PBS 3 times for 10 minutes, and then incubated with anti-816 

rabbit IgG (H+L) antibody (1/500 dilution) conjugated to Alexa Fluor 594 (red) (CAT# 8889S, 817 

cellsignal.com) for 1 hour at room temperature. Sections were washed in PBS 3 times for 10 minutes, 818 

incubated with DAPI (1/50000 dilution in PBS), washed again in PBS and mounted in glass slides using 819 

PVA-DABCO (Sigma). 820 

 821 

Perfusion and histological verification. Mice were anesthetized with Fatal-Plus and transcardially 822 

perfused with phosphate buffered saline followed by a solution of 4% paraformaldehyde. Extracted 823 
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brains were stored for 12 hs at 4°C in 4% paraformaldehyde. Brains were then placed in sucrose for a 824 

minimum of 24 hs. Brains were sectioned in the coronal plane in a cryostat, washed in phosphate 825 

buffered saline and mounted on glass slides using PVA-DABCO. Images were acquired using a Keyence 826 

BZ-X fluorescence microscope with a 10 or 20X air objective.  827 

 828 

Acute brain slice preparation and electrophysiological recordings. Cck-cre driver line mice were 829 

injected with AAV9-FLEX-ChR2-YFP in the PMd. Acute slices were prepared from these mie. For 830 

electrophysiological measurements, slices were transferred as needed to the recording chamber, where 831 

they were perfused with oxygenated aCSF at 32°C. The slices were held in place using a nylon net 832 

stretched within a U-shaped platinum wire. Visually-guided whole cell patch clamp recordings were 833 

made using infrared differential interference contrast optics. We also verified the identity of PMD 834 

neurons by only recording from YFP-positive neurons. All recordings were obtained using a MultiClamp 835 

700B amplifier system (Molecular Devices, Union City, CA). Experiments were controlled by PClamp 10 836 

software running on a PC, and the data were acquired using the Digidata 1440A acquisition system. All 837 

recording electrodes (3-8 MΩ) were pulled from thin-walled capillary glass (A-M Systems, Carlsborg, 838 

WA) using a Sutter Instruments P97 puller. The patch pipettes were filled with internal solution 839 

containing (in mM) 100 K- gluconate, 20 KCl, 4 ATP-Mg, 10 phospho-creatine, 0.3 GTP-Na, and 10 HEPES 840 

(in mM) with a pH of 7.3 and osmolarity of 300 mOsm. Only cells with a stable, uncorrected resting 841 

membrane potential (RMP) between -50 to -80 mV, overshooting action potentials, and an input 842 

resistance (RN) > 100 MW were used. To minimize the influence of voltage-dependent changes on 843 

membrane conductances, all cells were studied at a membrane potential near -60 mV (using constant 844 

current injection under current clamp mode). To study intrinsic firing properties of PMD neurons, WCRs 845 

were conducted under current clamp using the following protocol: (1) Voltage–current (V-I) relations 846 

were obtained using 400 ms current steps (range -50 pA to rheobase) and by plotting the plateau voltage 847 

deflection against current amplitude. Neuronal input resistance (RN) was determined from the slope of 848 

the linear fit of that portion of the V-I plot where the voltage sweeps did not exhibit sags or active 849 

conductance. (2) Intrinsic excitability measurements were obtained using 1s current steps (range 0 to 850 

500 pA) and by plotting the number of action potentials fired against current amplitude. (3) Resting 851 

membrane potential (RMP) was calculated as the difference between mean membrane potential during 852 

the first minute immediately after obtaining whole cell configuration and after withdrawing the electrode 853 

from the neuron. 854 

 855 

For validating hM4Di in PMd-cck cells, acute brain slices preparation and electrophysiological recordings 856 

were performed using standard methods as previously described (Nagai et al., 2019). Briefly, Cck-Cre+ 857 

mice that had received AAV microinjections into PMd were deeply anesthetized with isoflurane and 858 

decapitated with sharp shears. The brains were placed and sliced in ice-cold modified artificial CSF 859 

(aCSF) containing the following (in mM): 194 sucrose, 30 NaCl, 4.5 KCl, 1 MgCl2, 26 NaHCO3, 1.2 860 

NaH2PO4, and 10 D-glucose, saturated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. A vibratome (DSK-Zero1) was used to 861 

cut 300 μm brain sections. The slices were allowed to equilibrate for 30 minutes at 32-34°C in normal 862 

aCSF containing (in mM); 124 NaCl, 4.5 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 26 NaHCO3, 1.2 NaH2PO4, and 10 D-glucose 863 

continuously bubbled with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. Slices were then stored at 21–23°C in the same buffer 864 

until use. All slices were used within 2-6 hours of slicing. 865 

 866 
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Slices were placed in the recording chamber and continuously perfused with 95% O2 and 5% CO2 867 

bubbled normal aCSF. pCLAMP10.4 software and a Multi-Clamp 700B amplifier was used for 868 

electrophysiology (Molecular Devices). Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were made from neurons in 869 

the PMd or dorsolateral PAG (dlPAG) using patch pipettes with a typical resistance of 4–5 MΩ. Neurons 870 

were selected based on reporter fluorescence,(mCherry for hM4Di-mCherry). The intracellular solution 871 

for recordings comprised the following (in mM) : 135 potassium gluconate, 5 KCl, 0.5 CaCl2, 5 HEPES, 5 872 

EGTA, 2 Mg-ATP and 0.3 Na-GTP, pH 7.3 adjusted with KOH. The initial access resistance values were < 873 

20 MΩ for all cells; if this changed by > 20% the cell was discarded. Light flashes (0.2 mW/mm2) from a 874 

blue LED light source (Sutter Instruments) were delivered via the microscope optics and a 40x water 875 

immersion objective lens and controlled remotely using TTL pulses from Clampex. Cell responses were 876 

recorded in whole-cell mode and recorded using an Axopatch 700B amplifier connected via a digitizer to 877 

a computer with pCLAMP10 software. To stimulate ChR2 expressed in PMd neurons or axons, 5 ms 878 

pulses were delivered at inter-pulse intervals of 200 ms, 50 ms or 25 ms for 5, 20 or 40 Hz optical 879 

stimulations, respectively.  880 

 881 

Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) methods 882 

Participants. This study included 48 adult participants (mean ± SD age: 25.1 ± 7.1; 27 male, 21 female; 7 883 

left-handed; 40 white and 8 non-white (1 Hispanic, 5 Asian, 1 Black and 1 American Indian)). All 884 

participants were healthy, with normal or corrected to normal vision and normal hearing, and with no 885 

history of psychiatric, physiological or pain disorders and neurological conditions, no current pain 886 

symptoms and no MRI contraindications. Eligibility was assessed with a general health questionnaire, a 887 

pain safety screening form and an MRI safety screening form. Participants were recruited from the 888 

Boulder/Denver Metro Area. The institutional review board of the University of Colorado Boulder 889 

approved the study, and all participants provided written informed consent. 890 

Experimental Paradigm. Participants received five different types of aversive stimulation (mechanical 891 

pain, thermal pain, aversive auditory, aversive visual, and pleasant visual), each at four stimulus 892 

intensities. 24 stimuli of each type (6 per intensity) were presented over six fMRI runs in random order. 893 

Following stimulation on each trial, participants made behavioral ratings of their subjective experience. 894 

Participants were instructed to answer the question ‘How much do you want to avoid this experience in 895 

the future?’. Ratings were made with a non-linear visual analog rating scale, with anchors ‘Not at all’ and 896 

‘Most’ displayed at the ends of the scale. 897 

Stimuli. Visual stimulation was administered on the MRI screen and included normed images from the 898 

International Affective Picture System (IAPS) database (Lang et al., 2008). To induce four ‘stimulus 899 

intensity levels’ we selected four groups of 7 images based on their normalized aversiveness ratings 900 

(averaged across male and female raters) available in the IAPS database and confirmed by N = 10 lab 901 

members (5 male, 5 female) in response to ‘How aversive is this image? 1-100’. Selected images included 902 

photographs of animals (n=7), bodily illness and injury (n=12), industrial and human waste (n=9). Four 903 

stimulus levels were delivered to participants for 10 sec each. 904 

MRI data acquisition and preprocessing. Whole-brain fMRI data were acquired on a 3T Siemens 905 

MAGNETOM Prisma Fit MRI scanner at the Intermountain Neuroimaging Consortium facility at the 906 

University of Colorado, Boulder. Structural images were acquired using high-resolution T1 spoiled 907 
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gradient recall images (SPGR) for anatomical localization and warping to standard MNI space. Functional 908 

images were acquired with a multiband EPI sequence (TR = 460 ms, TE = 27.2 ms, field of view = 220 909 

mm, multiband acceleration factor = 8, flip angle = 44°, 64 × 64 image matrix, 2.7 mm isotropic voxels, 56 910 

interleaved slices, phase encoding posterior >> anterior). Six runs of 7.17 mins duration (934 total 911 

measurements) were acquired. Stimulus presentation and behavioral data acquisition were controlled 912 

using Psychtoolbox.  913 

FMRI data were preprocessed using an automated pipeline implemented by the Mind Research Network, 914 

Albuquerque, NM. Briefly, the preprocessing steps included: distortion correction using FSL’s top-up tool 915 

(https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/), motion correction (affine alignment of first EPI volume (reference 916 

image) to T1, followed by affine alignment of all EPI volumes to the reference image and estimation of the 917 

motion parameter file (sepi_vr_motion.1D, AFNI, https://afni.nimh.nih.gov/), spatial normalization via 918 

subject’s T1 image (T1 normalization to MNI space (nonlinear transform), normalization of EPI image to 919 

MNI space (3dNWarpApply, AFNI,  https://afni.nimh.nih.gov/), interpolation to 2 mm isotropic voxels 920 

and smoothing with a 6 mm FWHM kernel (SPM 8, https://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8/). 921 

Prior to first level (within-subject) analysis, we removed the first four volumes to allow for image 922 

intensity stabilization. We also identified image-wise outliers by computing both the mean and the 923 

standard deviation (across voxels) of intensity values for each image for all slices to remove intermittent 924 

gradient and severe motion-related artifacts (spikes) that are present to some degree in all fMRI data. 925 

fMRI data analysis. Data were analyzed using SPM12 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) and custom 926 

MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) code available from the authors’ website 927 

(http://github.com/canlab/CanlabCore). First-level general linear model (GLM) analyses were conducted 928 

in SPM12. The six runs were concatenated for each subject. Boxcar regressors, convolved with the 929 

canonical hemodynamic response function, were constructed to model periods for the 10-second 930 

stimulation and 4-7 second rating periods. The fixation cross epoch was used as an implicit baseline. A 931 

high-pass filter of 0.008 Hz was applied. Nuisance variables included (a) “dummy” regressors coding for 932 

each run (intercept for each run); (b) linear drift across time within each run; (c) the six estimated head 933 

movement parameters (x, y, z, roll, pitch, and yaw), their mean-centered squares, their derivatives, and 934 

squared derivative for each run (total 24 columns); and (d) motion outliers (spikes) identified in the 935 

previous step. A “single-trial model” was used to uniquely estimate the response to every stimulus in 936 

order to assess functional connectivity. 937 

Functional connectivity analysis. Functional connectivity between the hypothalamus and PAG was 938 

estimated using Partial Least Squares (PLS) (Wold et al., 2001) regression, which identifies latent 939 

multivariate patterns that maximize the covariance between two blocks of data (i.e., BOLD activity in 940 

hypothalamus and PAG voxels). Here, data comprised single trial estimates of brain activation in 941 

response to aversive thermal, mechanical, auditory, and visual stimuli, in addition to a set of pleasant 942 

visual stimuli which were used as a control. For the PLS model, the predictor block of variables included 943 

all voxels in an anatomically defined mask of the hypothalamus (Pauli et al., 2018) (337 voxels) and the 944 

outcome block included all voxels in the PAG (Kragel et al., 2019) (42 voxels). Localization of the 945 

hypothalamus signal that covaries with the PAG responses was performed by bootstrapping the PLS 946 

regression and examining the distribution of PLS regression coefficients and their deviation from zero 947 

(using normal approximation for inference). Hyperalignment of fMRI data (Haxby et al., 2011) was 948 
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conducted separately for each region as a preprocessing step, and leave-one-subject-out cross-validation 949 

was performed to estimate the strength of functional connections (i.e., the Pearson correlation between 950 

the first ‘X score’ and ‘Y score’ estimated by PLS, similar to the canonical correlation (Hardoon et al., 951 

2004). 952 

A benefit of the pathway-identification model we employed is that it can, in principle, identify HTH and 953 

PAG patterns that distinctly participate in the HTH-PAG pathway. For example, the central nucleus of the 954 

amygdala (CeA) projects to both the hypothalamus and the PAG (Kim et al., 2013), and could indirectly 955 

explain variation in BOLD signals in the PAG. To test pathway specificity, we separately modeled a 956 

pathway between the CeA and the PAG using the approach described above. This allowed us to evaluate 957 

how much variation in PAG activity the HTH-PAG pathway explained above and beyond the CeA-PAG 958 

pathway. To evaluate this, we computed the partial correlation between latent sources in the 959 

hypothalamus and PAG, controlling for the latent source in the CeA. 960 

Statistics. Nonparametric Wilcoxon signed-rank or rank-sum tests were used, unless otherwise stated. 961 

Two-tailed tests were used throughout with α=0.05. Asterisks in the Figures indicate the p values. 962 

Standard error of the mean was plotted in each Figure as an estimate of variation. Multiple comparisons 963 

were adjusted with the false discovery rate method. 964 

 965 

Behavioral cohort information. Initial behavioral characterization of the assays (Figure 1) was 966 

replicated 3 times, with cohorts containing 10, 10 and 12 mice (32 in total). PMd cell body fiber 967 

photometry experiments (Figure 2) were replicated twice with cohorts containing 7 and 8 mice (15 in 968 

total). Miniscope experiments (Figures 3 and 4) were replicated twice, with cohorts of 4 and 5 mice (9 in 969 

total). Chemogenetics experiments (Figure 5) were replicated twice (cohort 1 with 10 controls and 6 970 

hM4Di mice and cohort 2 with 9 controls and 5 hM4Di mice). ChR2 experiments (Figure 6) were done 971 

once, with 5 YFP and 4ChR2 mice. dlPAG fiber photometry experiments (Figure 7) were replicated twice, 972 

with cohorts of 4 and 5 mice (9 in total).  Amv body fiber photometry experiments (Figure 7) were 973 

replicated once with 6 mice. PMd-dlPAG optogenetic projection inhibition experiments (Figure 8) were 974 

replicated twice. Both cohorts had 12 controls and 6 arch mice. PMd-amv optogenetic projection 975 

inhibition experiments (Figure 8) were replicated twice. Both cohorts had 6 controls and 9 arch mice. 976 

Appropriate fluorophore-only expressing mice were used as controls for chemogenetic and optogenetic 977 

experiments. For fMRI data (Figure 9), a cohort of 48 human subjects was used only once. Each mouse 978 

was only exposed to each assay once, as defensive behavior assays cannot be repeated. Thus, there are no 979 

technical replicates. No outliers were found or excluded. All mice and humans were used. Sample sizes 980 

for human and mouse experiments were determined based on comparisons to similar published papers. 981 

 982 

For chemogenetic and optogenetic experiments, mice in each cage were randomly allocated to control 983 

(mcherry or YFP -expressing mice) or experimental conditions (hM4Di, ChR2 or Arch –expressing mice). 984 

Data collection was done blinded to treatment group in mice. For human fMRI data and mouse neural 985 

activity recordings, all data were obtained from subjects in identical conditions, and thus they were all 986 

allocated to the same experimental group. There were no experimentally controlled differences across 987 

these subjects and, thus, there were no “treatment groups”. 988 

 989 

Data and code availability.  990 

Custom analysis scripts are available at 991 
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https://github.com/schuettepeter/PMd_escape_vigor. 992 

Data is available at  993 

https://datadryad.org/stash/share/dYuSl2nnXsyi0nTDjCDeHR08gwW7paFL4Eo3TmF_aH4 994 

 995 
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